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Article Definition:

A logic is called non-monotonic if, given a theory in the logic, adding new information to

the theory may cause one to retract some conclusions which were previously made. This

article illustrates why such logics are useful and outlines some of the major achievements of

research in this area.
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1 The non-monotonic character of common-sense

reasoning

The use of formal logic as a means for computer programming was first seen in the work

of Newell, Simon, and Shaw with their “Logic Theory Machine” (Newell and Simon, 1956).

The work described a system for “discovering proofs for theorems in symbolic logic.” A

few years later, (McCarthy 1959), John McCarthy advocated a logical approach to Artificial

Intelligence (AI) which would lead to the development of non-monotonic logics. According

to this approach, an intelligent agent should have knowledge of its world and its goals and

the ability to use this knowledge to infer its course of action. To successfully perform tasks

in a changing environment the agent should be able to make tentative conclusions based

on available information but be prepared to withdraw some of these conclusions at a later

time when further information becomes available. For instance, I may know that my car is

normally in working condition and plan to use it tomorrow for driving to work. Suppose

in the morning I discover that the lights were left on and the battery of the car is dead. I

then have to abandon my previous plan and look for alternative ways to get to work. The

logic-based approach to AI suggests that a mathematical model of an agent capable of such

behavior should contain a formal language capable of expressing common-sense knowledge

about the world, a precise characterization of valid conclusions which can be derived from

theories stated in this language, and a means which will allow the agent to arrive at these

conclusions. In the late seventies AI researchers tried to build such a model in the framework

of classical logic. They quickly discovered that the task is far from being trivial. The difficulty

is rather deep and is related to the so-called monotonicity of the entailment relation of this
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logic. An entailment relation, |≈, between sentences of some logical language, L, is called

monotonic if for any formulae A,B, and C of L, if A |≈ C then A,B |≈ C (i.e. if A

entails C then so does any extension of A). Monotonicity is natural for classical logic, which

was primarily aimed at formalization of mathematical reasoning where axioms are rarely

expanded and inferences are long and complex. In mathematics, truth is not invalidated by

the addition of new axioms; once proven a theorem stays proven. In common-sense reasoning,

additions to an agent’s knowledge are frequent and inferences are usually short but are often

based on tentative conclusions. These properties show the inherent non-monotonicity of this

type of reasoning and suggest that it may be better modeled by logics with non-monotonic

entailment relations. Early definitions of such relations are connected with the attempts

to clarify reasoning in taxonomic hierarchies (Touretzky, 1986), the meaning of the closed

world assumption in databases (Reiter, 1978), and the semantics of the negation as failure

operator of logic programming (Clark, 1978). More powerful and general non-monotonic

reasoning formalisms of Circumscription (McCarthy, 1980), Default Logic (Reiter, 1980),

and Non-monotonic Modal Logics (McDermott and Doyle, 1980 and Moore, 1985) appeared

almost simultaneously in the early eighties.

2 Taxonomic Hierarchies

Often the knowledge of a reasoning agent contains a collection of classes of objects organized

in a taxonomic hierarchy. In the hierarchies pictured in figure 1, c1 . . . c4 denote classes of

objects, ci → cj indicates that ci is a proper subclass of cj (ci ⊂ cj ) and x → c states

that x is a member of c (x ∈ c). Double arrows, such as in figure 1(a), are used to link
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classes to properties; c⇒ p means that every element of class c has property p. Hierarchies

containing only the elements mentioned above are called strict. They are often used to

compactly encode the hierarchical structure of a domain. To establish that x has property

p (denoted by the formula p(x)) it is sufficient to find a path from x to p. If no such path

exists then x does not have property p. This reasoning can be easily justified by translating

a hierarchy, H, into a first-order theory, T (H), such that for every object, x, of the hierarchy

T (H) |= p(x) iff H contains a path from x to p. Here |= denotes the entailment relation of

classical logic.
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The situation changes dramatically when double arrows from classes to properties are changed

to the squiggly ones seen in hierarchies (b) and (c) from figure 1. Here a link c ; p says

that elements of class c normally satisfy property p. Similarly, c 6; p indicates that normally

elements of c do not satisfy this property. Statements of this form are called defaults. They

do not occur in mathematics but seem to constitute a large portion of our common-sense

knowledge about the world. One can say that a substantial part of our education consists of

learning defaults and their exceptions as well as various ways of reasoning with this knowl-

edge. Given the hierarchy from figure 1(b) a rational agent will have no difficulty in following

the path x → c4 ⇒ c3 6; p which leads to the conclusion that x does not satisfy p. This is

despite the fact that the path x → c4 ⇒ c3 ⇒ c1 ; p corresponds to an argument which

contradicts this conclusion. This seems to happen because of the use of a common sense idea

known as the Inheritance Principle (Touretzky, 1986) which states that, in our reasoning,

more specific information prevails over less specific information. Since c3 is a proper subset

of c1, we know that the default c3 6; p is more specific than c1 ; p which allows us to prefer

the first argument. It is easy to see that inheritance reasoning is non-monotonic. Expanding

the hierarchy by a link c4 ; p (see figure 1(c)) will lead to the creation of a new preferred

path, x → c4 ; p. Given this new information we will be forced to change our view and

conclude that x satisfies p after all. The Inheritance Principle was one of the first useful

principles of common-sense reasoning discovered by AI researchers. Attempts to formalize

this principle (i.e. to precisely characterize the correct conclusions which can be drawn by

a rational agent whose knowledge is represented by an inheritance hierarchy) produced two

distinct approaches to the problem. Direct theories of inheritance focus on paths of the

network, viewed as possible arguments, and on defining relative strength of these arguments.
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For the hierarchy from figure 1(b), the argument x → c4 ⇒ c3 ⇒ c1 ; p is defeated by

the argument x → c4 ⇒ c3 6; p which is not defeated by any other argument. Hence the

conclusion p(x) is justified. In a more complex hierarchy (figure 1(d)) properties p and q

are typically mutually exclusive but elements satisfying either one of them normally satisfy

property r. Here the neither the argument x→ c1 ; p nor x→ c2 ; q 6; p is more specific

and hence they defeat each other. A similar case can be seen for the property q and therefore

we can conclude neither p(x) nor q(x). The answer given by this hierarchy to the query r(x)

depends on the precise definition of plausible counterargument. A ‘sceptical’ reasoner will

argue that since the truth of p(x) and q(x) are unknown we should refrain from making any

conclusions about r(x). A ‘credulous’ reasoner can take a view that the net from figure 1(d)

sanctions the conclusion p(x) ∨ q(x) and hence r(x) must be true. A detailed discussion of

direct theories of inheritance can be found in (Horty, 1994). Indirect approaches to inheri-

tance are based on mapping the network together with the form of inheritance principle used

in its semantics to more general theories of non-monotonic reasoning. Some recent insight

on the relationship between direct and indirect approaches can be found in (You et al, 1999).

3 The closed world assumption

The following example illustrates another typical situation requiring non-monotonic reason-

ing. Suppose the list of faculty of a small computer science department is posted on the wall

of the main office. One may naturally assume that the list is complete, i.e. if Michael is not

mentioned on it then he is not a faculty member in this department. This is, of course, only

an assumption. It is possible that the name of a recently hired faculty member was not yet
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added to the list. Assumptions like this are called closed world assumptions (CWA) (Reiter,

1978). They are frequently used by people acting in every day situations. Such assumptions

are also built in the semantics of databases and logic programming languages such as Data-

log and Prolog. In databases, a table describing a relation, r, contains the objects satisfying

this relation. Objects which do not occur in the table are assumed not to satisfy r. In logic

programming, an answer no to a query q is often interpreted as “q is false” (instead of a

more precise but less useful “Prolog interpreter cannot prove q from information given in

a program”). The closed world assumption is expressible in practically all of the general

purpose non-monotonic formalisms, including those which are discussed below.

4 Non-monotonic reasoning in logic programming

Some of the earliest non-monotonic reasoning systems were developed in the framework of

logic programming. Originally, logic programs were viewed as collections of clauses (or rules)

of the form

p← Γ

which is read as p if Γ. Here the head, p, is an atom and the body, Γ, is a sequence of atoms.

A clause with an empty body is called a fact. With the advent of practical logic programming

languages the rules became more complex. For instance, in the logic programming language

Prolog, the body of a rule is allowed to contain expressions of the form not q interpreted as a

statement “Prolog interpreter failed all the attempts to prove q”. Note that not is different

than negation in classical logic, ¬, in that ¬q is interpreted as a statement “q is false”. As
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a result a program, π0, consisting of the two rules

p(X)← not q(X); p(X)← r(X)

will answer yes to a query p(a). The Prolog interpreter will attempt to prove q(a), fail to do

so, and conclude p(a). If we extend π0 by a new fact, q(a), the previous conclusion will be

withdrawn and the answer to p(a) will become no. The connective not was called “negation

as finite failure” and viewed primarily as a procedural device. The first declarative semantics

of this connective was suggested in (Clark, 1978). Under this semantics, the collection of

rules with the head p(X) in π0 is viewed as a definition of p - a shorthand for the formula

∀X (p(X) ≡ ¬q(X) ∨ r(X)). (1)

This idea is used to translate a program π into a set comp(π) of first-order formulae called

the predicate completion of π. The theory comp(π0) consists of statement 1 above, as well

as the statements

∀X ¬r(X)

and

∀X ¬q(X) (2)

and the collection of equality axioms guaranteeing that distinct names in the language rep-

resent distinct objects of the domain. The completion, comp(π1), of the program π1 =

π0 ∪ {q(a} is obtained by replacing the axiom 2 in comp(π0) by ∀X q(X) ≡ X = a. By

definition a logic program, π, entails a literal, l, (not containing variables) iff l is classically

entailed by comp(π). Obviously, comp(π0) |= p(a) but comp(π1) |= ¬p(a).
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Work on the semantics of logic programs continued in several directions. The meaning of

not was refined to make it less dependent on the particular inference mechanisms associated

with the Prolog interpreter, as in (Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988), and to allow abductive

reasoning, as in (Kakas et al, 1992 and Denecker and De Schreye, 1992). These approaches

were generalized to accommodate programs with rules which are formed using more complex

formulas. The resulting logical languages and entailment relations provide powerful means

for representing and reasoning with common-sense knowledge. Suppose we wish to represent

the facts that Tweety is a bird and birds normally fly. This can be done by the program

consisting of two rules:

fly(X)← bird(X), not ¬fly(X)

bird(tweety).

Since there is no reason to believe that tweety does not fly, the program concludes fly(tweety).

If we learn that tweety is not a flying bird and expand our program by a new fact, ¬fly(tweety),

the resulting program will be consistent and entail that Tweety does not fly.

5 Circumscription

The basic ideas and intuition behind another powerful non-monotonic system called cir-

cumscription were described by John McCarthy in (McCarthy, 1977) and later formalized

in (McCarthy, 1980). In circumscription, theories are written in classical first-order logic,

however the entailment relation is not classical. A formula F is entailed by a circumscriptive

theory T if it is true in all of minimal models of T . A model, M , of a theory, T , is called

minimal with respect to some ordering, <, of models if there is no model, N , of T such
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that N < M . A circumscription policy is used to determine a particular partial ordering,

<, used to circumscribe a theory. In the basic case a single predicate, P , is chosen to be

circumscribed. Given two models, M1 and M2, which differ only in the interpretation of P ,

we say that M1 ≤ M2 if the extent of P in M1 is a subset of its extent in M2. We write

circ(T ; P ) |= F to indicate that F is entailed from T by circumscription with the policy

of minimizing P . Here circ(T ; P ) can be viewed as a second-order formula expressing the

above definition. (Recall that second-order formulas allow quantifiers over relations.)

Let us apply this idea to a version of the flying birds example above. We can attempt to

express that Tweety is a bird and birds normally fly by first-order sentences

T = {bird(tweety) and ∀X (bird(X) ∧ ¬ab(X) ⊃ fly(X))}

where ab(X) means that X is abnormal with respect to flying. Obviously, classical first-

order logic does not allow us to reach the desired common-sense conclusion that Tweety can

fly. If, however, we use circumscription and circumscribe ab, then all minimal models under

this policy contain fly(tweety) and hence circ(T ; ab) |= fly(tweety). This basic form of

circumscription is often too restrictive so many other standard circumscriptive policies have

been formalized. One common policy is to specify certain predicates which are allowed to

vary. In this case, models are comparable if they differ in the extent of the varied predicates

as well as the circumscribed predicate. As before, the ordering of comparable models is

based solely on the extent of the circumscribed predicate in the models. Suppose we add

to our example the fact that penguins are birds which are abnormal with respect to flying

(penguin(X) ⊃ bird(X) and penguin(X) ⊃ ab(X)). Since a model, M0, in which Tweety is

a penguin, is minimal with respect to ordering defined by the first policy we no longer have
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circ(T ; ab) |= fly(tweety). If we modify the policy so that penguin can vary, the model

M0 will not be minimal with respect to the new ordering. It is easy to check that, under

this policy, T concludes fly(tweety). Selection of the right circumscriptive policy lies at the

heart of representing knowledge in circumscriptive theories. Even though computing con-

sequences of circumscribed theories is generally intractable (even in propositional case), for

some theories there are reasonably efficient algorithms based on reducing the circumscribed

theory to a logic program or a set of first-order formulae.

6 Default logic

Another nonmonotonic formalism which uses classical first-order logic as its base is default

logic (Reiter, 1980). A default theory is a pair (D,W ) where W is a collection of statements

of first-order logic and D is a set of default rules, i.e. statements of the form

A : MB1, . . . ,MBn

C

where A, each Bi, and C are classical formulae. A default rule can be read as, “if A is

provable and each Bi is possible then conclude C,” and used as a non-monotonic rule of

inference. For instance, a proof of r in a default theory T1 = ({ q:Mr

r
}, {p, p ⊃ q}) consist of

a ‘classical’ step, deriving q, and an application of the default rule of T1, deriving r. The

second step is justified by T1’s inability to prove ¬r. A collection of formulae which can be

derived from a default theory, T , in this fashion is called an extension of T . Extensions are

often interpreted as sets of beliefs which can be formed by a rational agent on the basis of T .

The default theory T1 above has one such extension, Cn(p, p ⊃ q, r), where Cn(S) stands

for the set of all ’classical’ consequences of S. Default theory T2 = ({ r:M¬p

q
, r:M¬q

p
}, {r}})
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has two extensions, Cn(r, q) and Cn(r, p), and default theory T3 = {{ :M¬p

p
}, ∅} has none.

(The latter fact can be attributed to the irrationality of the default rule of T3). The precise

notion of an extension of a default theory was first given by a fixed-point construction in

(Reiter, 1980). Even though some variants of Reiter’s notion of an extension have been

advocated by different researchers, the basic idea of the construction remains the same.

Fixed-point constructions somewhat similar to that of Reiter were used in several other

early non-monotonic systems. In particular they are used to define the semantics of ‘modal’

non-monotonic logics of McDermott and Doyle (McDermott and Doyle, 1980) and their

variants (Moore, 1985). For more details see (Marek and Truszczyński, 1993).

Default logic is a powerful tool which can be used to give semantics of other non-monotonic

formalisms. For instance, the inheritance hierarchy in figure 1(d) can be represented by a

default theory T4 = {D,W} where D = {{ c1(X):Mp(X)
p(X)

; c2(X):Mq(X)
q(X)

; p(X):Mr(X)
r(X)

; q(X):Mr(X)
r(X)

} and

W = {c1(x), c2(x),∀X p(X) ⊃ ¬q(X)}}. (Here variable-containing rules of T4 can be viewed

as a shorthand for the set of their ground instantiations). The theory has two extension:

one containing p(x),¬q(x), r(x) and another containing q(x),¬p(x), r(x). The set of valid

conclusions which can be made by a ‘credulous’ inheritance reasoner on the basis of such

hierarchies can now be defined as the set of formulae which belong to all extensions of the

corresponding default theory. . Default theories can also be used to give a semantics to

logic programs. A rule r = l0 ← l1, . . . , lm, not lm+1, . . . , ln, where l’s are literals, can be

translated to a default rule

d(r) = {
l1, . . . , lm : Mlm+1, . . . ,Mln

l0
}.

Note that l stands for the complement of l, i.e. if l is an atom then l = ¬l and if l = ¬a,
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where a is an atom, then l = a. A program, π, consisting of such rules entails formula F if

F belongs to all the extensions of the default theory d(π) = {{d(r) : for all r ∈ π}, ∅}. It

can be shown that the semantics defined in this way coincides with the answer set semantics

(Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991) of logic programs. There is also a close connection with truth-

maintenance systems (TMS) (Doyle, 1979) - programs which manage sets of nodes and sets

of justifications. A node can be viewed as a set of formula while justifications correspond

to logic programming (or default) rules. Each justification states that one node should

be believed if some others are respectively believed or disbelieved. The precise mapping

establishing this correspondence helped increase the understanding of what is computed

by TMS’s and at the same time linked theoretical work on non-monotonic reasoning with

implemented reasoning systems.

It remains to be seen if the impressive power of default logic, circumscription, and other ‘su-

perclassical’ non-monotonic systems will make them tools of choice for representing common-

sense knowledge or if weaker but simpler languages (similar to those based on logic program-

ming) will be preferred by knowledge engineers. In recent years a substantial progress was

achieved in building practical systems capable of non-monotonic reasoning. In addition to

Prolog and TMS’s we now have efficient systems, such as Smodels (Niemelä and Simons,

1997), CCALC (McCain, 1997), and dlv (Citrigno et al, 1997), capable of computing answer

sets of various classes of logic programs and default theories. These systems form a basis for

a style of programming in which application problems are encoded so that their solutions

are fully described by answer sets of the corresponding program. There are applications

of this approach to classical AI problems such as planning and diagnosis. Non-monotonic
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systems also played an important role in the development of theories of action and change.

In such theories one needs to describe causal laws which define the effects of performing

actions as well as causal relations between the fluents (propositions whose values depend

on time). One also needs to specify what fluents do not change. The problem of finding

a compact representation of what changes and what does not is called the Frame Problem.

In 1986, McCarthy suggested to solve the second part of this problem by the use of the

default which states that actions normally do not change values of fluents. Attempts to

solve this and other related problems motivated a substantial portion of the ongoing work

on non-monotonic logics. More details on this subject can be found in (Shanahan, 1997).

7 Non-monotonicity and Probabilistic Reasoning

The formalisms discussed above allow reasoning about the truth or falsity of logical state-

ments. In some cases the truth or falsity can be determined only with a certain degree of

plausibility. AI researchers used a variety of different approaches, such as Bayesian theory,

Dempster-Shafer theory, fuzzy logic, and certainty factors, to develop formalisms for reason-

ing with such information. These formalisms are closely related to work on non-monotonic

reasoning. A collection of important papers on probabilistic reasoning methods can be found

in (Pearl and Shafer, 1990). To illustrate the use of such approaches, we consider Bayesian

belief networks. Belief networks are applicable in situations when plausibility of the truth

or falsity of a statement can be given by the mathematical probability of the corresponding

event.

Consider the following situation. A person has a burglar alarm in their house and lives
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in an area where burglaries are fairly infrequent. If there was a burglary, the alarm would

probably sound. False alarms sometimes occur as well. Suppose that, while at work, the

person gets a call from a neighbor who says that the alarm is sounding. Suppose the person

also knows that, while this particular neighbor could be trusted to call if the alarm really

was on, the neighbor is also practical joker and may say the alarm is ringing as a prank. The

person has a second neighbor who he can ask about the alarm. This neighbor lives farther

away from the person’s house and, because of the distance, may not hear the alarm even if

it is active. A belief network formalizing information from this example is given in figure 2.

T
F

A P(N2)
.85

.0001
T .98
F

P(N)A

.01

.001

.95T
F

P(B)

.02

B P(A)

Neighbor2

Alarm

Burglary

Neighbor1

Is On
Says Alarm

Is On
Says Alarm

figure 2

In the figure, events are depicted by ovals. Beside each oval is a table giving the condi-

tional probabilities of the event. The statement, from the example above, that “burglaries

are fairly infrequent” is expressed by assigning a very low probability to the event (i.e. P(B)

= .001). An arrow from event X to event Y indicates that Y can be caused by X. The chances

of this happening are given by the conditional probabilities in the corresponding table. In

figure 2, the table next to the alarm event states that the alarm goes of 95% of the time

when there is a burglary and 2% of the time when there is not one. Using the information
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given in the belief network, algorithms based on Bayesian theory can be used to compute

the probability of an event given knowledge of the occurrences of other events. The agent’s

belief is then based on the computed probability. For example, the probability that the

alarm sounded given the fact that the first neighbor called is 68% and hence the agent would

believe that alarm was on. This approach is non-monotonic in that if the agent gets further

information it will most likely change the computed probability and may therefore alter his

beliefs. In the example given, if the second neighbor calls and says that they do not hear the

alarm then the computation returns only a 24% probability that the alarm is on and there-

fore the agent changes his belief. A more complete discussion of the relationship between

non-monotonic logics and probabilistic reasoning methods can be found in (Goldszmidt and

Pearl, 1996).
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Glossary

Abductive Reasoning - The process of finding explanations for observations in a given

theory.

Classical Logic - Logic whose statements are formed from atoms (sentences expressing

relations between objects), boolean connectives, and quantifiers.

First-Order Logic - Classical logic in which quantification is limited to objects. (∀Xp(X)

is a sentence of first-order logic while ∀PP (0) is not).

Formal Language - A language with a precisely defined syntax and semantics. Typical

examples include mathematical and programming languages.

Prolog Interpreter - A reasoning system used by the programming language Prolog to

answer queries to Prolog programs.
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Semantics - The meaning of language. A formal semantics of a logical language provides the

meaning of its logical connectives and characterizes the sets of consequences of its theories.
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